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Listed vs Unlisted Infrastructure

GLIO Index v Private Infrastructure
High-Low range of Cambridge, EDHECInfra 300 & Preqin
**GLIO Index (Blue line)** = weighted average 12m Forward EV/EBITDA (x) multiple of the constituent companies

**20 Deals (Red line)** = rolling weighted average EV/EBITDA (x) of the latest 20 developed market asset deals in utilities, energy transportation, renewables, transport and telecom infrastructure (covering approx. $650bn of deals)

---

Source: Infracog/GLIO
GLIO Index (Blue line) = weighted average 12m Forward EV/EBITDA (x) multiple of the constituent companies

10 Deals (Red line) = rolling weighted average EV/EBITDA (x) of the latest 10 developed market utility asset deals
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Global ESG Indices
Listed Infrastructure vs Equities in 2022

Year-on-Year EBITDA Growth
GLIO Index vs Global Equities
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